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CHAPTER

ONE

INTRODUCTION

RBTools is a set of client tools for use with Review Board.
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CHAPTER

TWO

API

Included with RBTools is a Python client for the Review Board Web API.

Note: This documentation assumes knowledge of the Review Board Web API. When possible links will be provided
to relevant sections of the Web API documentation which can be found in the Web API Guide.

2.1 Overview of the Python API Client

2.1.1 Introduction

The API client provides convenient access to Review Board Web API resources, and makes performing REST op-
erations simple. The API is accessed by instantiating the rbtools.api.client.RBClient class. Here is an
example of how to instantiate the API, and retrieve the Root List Resource resource:

from rbtools.api.client import RBClient

client = RBClient(’http://localhost/api/, cookie_file=’rbapi.cookies’)
root = client.get_root()

2.1.2 Links Between Resources

Resources are linked together using hyperlinks in the payload (Hyperlinks). Accessing the hyperlinks, and retrieving
the linked resources is accomplished using method calls on a resource. A method of the form get_<link> will be
created for each link. The special operation links create, delete, and update are exceptions and are not prefixed
with get_.

For example, the following links payload will result in a resource with get_self, create, and
get_some_sub_resource methods.

{
links: {
self: {

href: ’/path/to/whatever’,
method: ’GET’

},
create: {

href: ’/path/to/whatever’,
method: ’POST’

},
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some_sub_resource: {
href: ’/path/to/whatever/some-sub-resource’,
method: ’GET’

}
}

}

Calling any of the link methods will cause a request to the Review Board server and a resource constructed from the
response to be returned.

To specify fields for links causing ’POST’ or ’PUT’ requests, a dictionary should be passed to the data argument,
with each desired field as a key. The following example uses the update link of a Review Request Draft Resource to
publish the draft:

# Retrieve the review draft for review request 1
# using the root resources uri template.
draft = root.get_draft(values={’review_request_id’: 1})

# Publish the draft.
draft = draft.update(data={’public’: True})

2.1.3 Accessing Resource Data

Accessing the fields contained in a resource payload is accomplished using attributes of the resource object. Each field
in the payload under the resources main key will be accessed through an attribute of the same name. This also applies
to fields contained within another field.

The following payload from the Server Info Resource will be used as an example.

{
"info": {
"capabilities": {

"diffs": {
"moved_files": true

}
},
"product": {

"is_release": true,
"name": "Review Board",
"package_version": "1.7beta1",
"version": "1.7 beta 1"

},
"site": {

"administrators": [
{
"email": "admin@example.com",
"name": "Example Admin"

}
],
"time_zone": "UTC",
"url": "http://example.com/"

}
},
"stat": "ok"

}

To demonstrate how the data from this payload would be accessed, the following is a short example:
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# Retrieve the info resource using the root resources
# info link.
info = root.get_info()

# Print the product version ("1.7 beta 1").
print info.product.version

# Print the only administrators name ("Example Admin")
print info.site.administrators[0].name

2.1.4 Request Parameters

Some resources in the Web API allow query arguments to be passed with the request to alter what should be returned
as the response. The supported request parameters are unique to each resource, and are listed on each resources
documentation page.

Query arguments are added to a request by specifying keyword arguments when calling the method. A number of
the request parameters use the ‘-‘ character, which should be replaced by an underscore when specified as a keyword
argument (e.g. max-results would become max_results).

The following is an example which uses the counts-only and status request parameters on the webapi2.0-
review-request- list-resource, to get a count of pending review requests:

# Make a request for the list of pending review requests.
# specify counts-only so only the number of results is returned.
requests = root.get_review_requests(counts_only=True, status="pending")

# Print the number of pending review requests
print requests.count

2.1.5 Resource Specific Details

The API provides additional functionality for a number of resources. Specific information can be found in python-api-
resource- specific.

2.2 Resource Specific Functionality

The API provides extra functionality specific to a number of a resources.

TODO

2.3 Tutorial

This tutorial will walk you through using the API to accomplish a number of common review board tasks. We will
start by creating a new review request, including uploading a diff and a file attachment. After publishing the request,
we will create a review, and publish it as well.

To begin, we instantiate the api client:

2.2. Resource Specific Functionality 5
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from rbtools.api.client import RBClient

client = RBClient(
’http://localhost:8080’,
cookie_file=’api.cookies’,
username=’username’,
password=’password’)

root = client.get_root()

2.3.1 Creating a Review Request

The Review Request List Resource documematation tells us:

The only requirement when creating a review request is that a valid repository is passed. This can be a
numeric repository ID, the name of a repository, or the path to a repository (matching exactly the registered
repository’s Path or Mirror Path fields in the adminstration interface).

For our repository we will select the first in the list of repositories, and retrieve its id:

repos = root.get_repositories()
if repos.num_items < 1:

raise Exception(’No valid repositories.’)

repository = repos[0].id

Having a valid repository id, we may now create a review request:

request = root.get_review_requests().create(data={’repository’:repository})

Now that we have created a review request, we may upload a diff.

2.3.2 Uploading the Diff

Uploading a diff is accomplished by performing a POST request on the review request’s Diff List Resource. This can
be accomplished using the resource’s create method, but the Diff List Resource has Resource Specific Functionality
to make this task easier. TODO: Link to the specific functionality when the documentation has been written. The
upload_diff method can be used to automatically format the request properly given the body of the diff.

We will upload a simple diff which creates a new file using the following code:

request.get_diffs().upload_diff(
"""diff --git a/newfile.txt b/newfile.txt
new file mode 100644
index 0000000000000000000000000000000000000000..2c3bf7bad9d840dcaf934a91e13c894b193c04e4
--- /dev/null
+++ b/newfile.txt
@@ -0,0 +1,2 @@
+This is a new file.
+""")

2.3.3 Adding a File Attachment

Uploading file attachments is similar to the process of uploading a diff. First the review request’s File Attachment
List Resource must be retrieved, and the resources upload_attachment method is called. TODO: Link to the specific
functionality when the doc has been written.
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When uploading the attachment the second argument should contain the body of the file to be uploaded, in string
format. We will upload a small text file to demonstrate the functionality:

request.get_file_attachments().upload_attachment(
"simple.txt",
"A\nSimple\nText\nFile\n",
caption="A simple text file.")

2.3.4 Modifying the Draft

In order to update and publish this review request, we must use the associated Review Request Draft Resource. We
can retrieve the draft using the link from our request:

draft = request.get_draft()
draft = draft.update(data={

’summary’: ’API tutorial request’,
’description’: ’This request was created in the API tutorial.’

})

After retrieving the draft, a summary and description were added by calling update. The call to update returns the
resulting updated draft, which we use to overwrite our previous draft.

In order to publish a review request, at least one review group, or reviewer must be added to the request. To meet this
requirement we will add ourselves as the reviewer. To accomplish this we will use the Session Resource to retrieve the
user we are logged in as:

user = root.get_session().get_user()
draft = draft.update(data={

’target_people’: user.username,
})

To publish this this review request, we update the draft and set public to True:

draft.update(data={’public’:True})

2.3.5 Creating a Review

TODO
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